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VICTOR   1470
NATURAL STONE

Top Top Top Top Top Top Top
stone frame box stone frame box stone frame box stone frame box stone frame box stone frame box stone frame box

4.5 cm 4.5 cm 4.5 cm 4.5 cm 4.5 cm 4.5 cm 4.5 cm
PG 2 PG 3 PG 4 PG 4a PG 4b PG 5 PG 6

EURO EURO EURO EURO EURO EURO EURO

6370 7080 8005 8775 9765 11775 15080
6540 7315 8330 9165 10255 12480 16155

6710 7555 8655 9565 10750 13200 16880
6885 7795 8990 9975 11255 13930 17975

7660 8745 10180 11350 12890 15955 20825
8045 9235 10810 12095 13785 16305 21440
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1470   VICTOR DESIGN WOLFGANG C.R. MEZGER 2018
NATURAL STONE

Model type Pedestal Size
H-beams in X-form W - L - H
black steel approx. in cm

                    

1470 dining table base plate 100 x 200 x 74
rectangular black steel 100 x 220 x 74

50 x 96 cm
100 x 240 x 74
100 x 260 x 74

1470 dining table base plate 120 x 260 x 74
rectangular black steel * 120 x 280 x 74

58 x 108 cm

Note: * 280 cm length of the top: please check availability beforehand.

Description: Black steel is black, scale-covered, crude steel - as used in the construction 
sector. As the surface is not ground, the beams show the typical signs 
of wear and tear like scratches, scrapes, dents, stains and signs of 
corrosion etc.
The construction industry does not handle the steel with much care.
When the surface is damaged, the bright steel shows under the black scaled 
layer. These bright parts remain visible and do not constitute a defect.
The surface is treated with rust converter and clear lacquer.
The result is an interesting black-purple play of colors on the metal surface
which would not be possible with a black coating.
Please kindly consider these material-related conditions.

Please see page 2-13 for further details on the material.
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48 49

VICTOR   1470
SOLID WOOD

Top Top Top
solid wood approx. 4,1 cm solid wood approx. 4,1 cm solid wood approx. 4,1 cm

edge 4 edge 4 edge 4
wild oak wild oak American walnut

natural waxed Vintage black with sapwood
pigmented white waxed waxed waxed

dark gray stained, lacquered
dark oak stained, lacquered

EURO EURO EURO

3965 4340 5175
4080 4460 5395

4200 4580 5625
4315 4695 5920

4665 5115 6670
4905 5350 * 7285
5140 5605 * 7905
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1470   VICTOR DESIGN WOLFGANG C.R. MEZGER 2018
SOLID WOOD

Model type Pedestal Size
H-beams in X-form W - L - H
black steel approx. in cm

                    

1470 dining table base plate 100 x 200 x 74
rectangular black steel 100 x 220 x 74

50 x 96 cm
100 x 240 x 74
100 x 260 x 74

1470 dining table base plate 120 x 260 x 74
rectangular black steel 120 x 300 x 74

58 x 108 cm 120 x 340 x 74

Note: * American Walnut: Continuous lengths of 300 cm and longer 
(without longitudinal joint) on request only.

Tolerance thickness of the board ± 2 mm
Please note that solid wood tables of those dimensions may be subject to 
alterations of dimensional accuracy and stability.

Description: Black steel is black, scale-covered, crude steel - as used in the construction 
sector. As the surface is not ground, the beams show the typical signs 
of wear and tear like scratches, scrapes, dents, stains and signs of 
corrosion etc.
The construction industry does not handle the steel with much care.
When the surface is damaged, the bright steel shows under the black scaled 
layer. These bright parts remain visible and do not constitute a defect.
The surface is treated with rust converter and clear lacquer.
The result is an interesting black-purple play of colors on the metal surface
which would not be possible with a black coating.
Please kindly consider these material-related conditions.

Please see page 2-13 for further details on the material.
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